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Luminescence in U.S. postage stamps
photographed under UV lamps. The
lighter stamps are coated with the phos-
phor material and hence "glow." Photo
courtesy of Wm. Bayless.
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Problems in Collecting Modern World Paper Money
Presented by Invisible Security Systems
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Seymour Berry, director of the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, told a subcommittee of the House Appro-
priations Committee in March of this year that an "elec-
tronic anti-counterfeit signature" will be added to the na-
tion's currency in the near future. With that statement he
indicated that the United States would be joining the
ranks of other nations and international security printers
in utilizing advanced new technology to foil counterfeits
as well as speed currency handling.

Understandably, Berry was vague about the exact
nature of the technology but he indicated that notes with
the invisible signature probably would be identified by a
distinctively colored seal. He elaborated on the project at
the 2nd Annual International Paper Money Show in
Memphis in June. The signature will serve also as a sort
of encoding device to trigger automated counting, sorting
and authenticating equipment. Speculation has it that
the system will involve materials reactive to ultraviolet
rays.

Use of such materials in inks and/or papers is not new
to printers like Thomas De La Rue. Overprinting invisible
to the naked eye on "foreign" notes includes the denomi-
nation, bank name symbols and design devices. American
Bank Note Co. has its latent image as seen on our SPMC
membership cards as well as the visible old planchettes
(colored paper discs embedded in the note paper).

Undoubtedly contemporary currency does need extra
protection against the scientific techniques that threaten
the best of earlier-day security schemes as well as added
capabilities for machine processing. But the introduction
of invisible systems creates a problem for collectors and
cataloguers as well as counterfeiters.

The problem for the former two groups is actually a
decision which must be made: Should features which
cannot be seen readily by the naked eye without the as-
sistance of mechanical/magnifying devices be accorded
catalog status (aside from mere catalog mention) and be
considered major collectables distinct from their seeming
look-alikes? It is difficult even to phrase such a question,
let alone resolve it in the best interests of the hobby.
Therefore, reader input is desired. Share your thoughts
with us.

Parallels from the World of Philately
Insight and guidance can be gained now, however, by

studying similar problems experienced by stamp collec-
tors for decades. Probably the oldest security device used
for paper is the watermark, but stamp watermarks differ
considerably from those on paper money. They are
smaller and more cryptic. Their presence is not proclaim-
ed by a blank, unprinted area on the face. For the most
part they are obscure or even hidden on the back side,
their perception or use not considered necessary for the
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average postal patron. Whereas just ordinary transmit-
ted light will reveal most paper money watermarks, more
involved means are needed to visualize stamp water-
marks, particularly those used on U.S. stamps in the
early 20th century.

Until recently watermark detection meant placing the
stamp face down in black plastic try and immersing it in
what is now considered a harmful liquid, such as carbon
tetrachloride. One had to watch closely for that split
second when the fluid penetrated the paper and threw
into contrast the lighter or thinner paper area into which
the watermark design was impressed during manufac-
ture. Now available are electric detectors in which the
stamps are viewed through lighted colored discs that
neutralize color and bring up the watermarks in dark lines
against a lighter background. The latest gadget, selling
at $29.95, is the English-made Morley-Bright detector, a
kit in which the stamp is sandwiched between protective
plastic and special inks impressed on special papers over
it to show up and even record the watermark.

(The British trade journal Philatelic Exporter reported
in its April 1978 issue that the Morley-Bright detector
was pressed into use for "the quick identification of the
forged 1,000 guilder notes that have been circulating in
the Netherlands since early last year. The detector quick-
ly reveals whether a suspect note has a genuine or imita-
tion watermark," the magazine stated.)

Philatelic custom has decreed conferring separate
major catalog numbers and hence major variety status on
varying watermark designs on otherwise identical
stamps. Such custom arose because at the time water-
marks were first used and noted (even the Penny Black,
the first stamp, was printed on watermarked paper), col-
lectors needed more items to collect and dealers more
stamps to sell. Today there is an over-abundance of
stamps on the market, so contemporary collectors who
ignore 19th and early 20th century issues tend to ignore.
watermarks, too, just as issuing countries for the most
part have abandoned them. But the original concepts of
cataloguing remain except in the case of Stanley Gibbons
Stamps of the World compendium which omits water-
mark varieties.

Contrast this with the stated policy of Krause Publica-
tions' Standard Catalog of World Paper Money: "The list-
ings in this catalog are arranged by bank or other author-
ity of issue, and thereunder in dates of issue groupings as
carried on the notes. Individual issue listings are
arranged by denomination, with the primary face side
vignettes and colors indicated. Where appropriate to the
identification of a type or major variety, additional
details on back designs, watermarks, overprints and

similar differences are noted." Watermarks are not
specifically described or pictured in most cases.

Just as philatelists thought the bothersome, eye-strain-
ing watermarks were dead issue, along came lumines-
cence as a tool of postal mechanization and automation
similar to the proposed BEP invisible security system for
Federal Reserve Notes. In 1957, the British Post Office
introduced automatic letter facing equipment activated
by black graphite lines printed on the back of its stamps.
A year later these easily seen lines were replaced by over-
printed but translucent, nearly invisible "phosphor"
bands on the face. "Phosphor" is a catchall term for
stamps overprinted, inked or impregnated with phos-
phorescent or fluorescent substances. These stamps are
collectively called luminescent because they emit light
rays of a certain wavelength when subjected to radiation
under ultraviolet lamps. The resulting brief glow is seen
by a scanner which then separates various mail classes,
etc. Collectors also use the term "tagged" for such treat-
ed stamps.

As Germany, Canada and Denmark quickly followed
Britain's example, it seemed that a new specialty was
being born. The U.S. postal tagging program began in
1963 at Dayton, Ohio under the supervision of the
National Cash Register Co. For the next decade, one of
the "hot" collecting fields was tagged stamps and those
inadvertently issued without tagging. Special handbooks
were written; several types of hand-held and desk UV
lamps were adapted for philatelic use. But today, as
tagging of stamps has become the rule rather than the
exception (Sweden, however, just announced plans to
abandon it as a failure), only a few hardy enthusiasts pay
much attention to it. The major catalogs mention it only
as a sub-variation or in segregated sections. The fact that
the invisible coatings tend to disappear after a stamp has
been used, doubts about the durability of the coatings
even under ideal states of preservation, and reluctance of
many collectors to bother with potentially harmful UV
rays has relegated luminescence collecting to the status
of a minor specialty.

So drawing on the philatelic experience, one wonders
whether, after an initial period of enthusiasm over collect-
ing notes with the invisible security systems, syngraph-
ists will simply ignore the whole thing as too complicated.
Will they become discouraged over the difficulties of
exhibiting their varieties in competitions? Will they take
the attitude of what can't be seen with average natural
vision aided by an ordinary reading glass under normal
light intensities should be ignored? Whatever the answer,
syngraphists have an interesting collecting period just
ahead.
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